A critical conversation between the Church of England's response to the Government's consultation on Equal Civil Marriage 2012, questions arising from professional parish practice as a priest, and literature in this area of research. The article explores the theological significance of 'equal marriage' (equal access to marriage and equality within marriage) as a Christian possibility within the Church of England, with contemporary approaches to gender and sexuality.
Introduction
In this article, the official response from the Church of England to the UK Government's consultation on equal access to civil marriage in 2012 is brought into conversation with literature informing the debate and my experience from ordained parish practice since 1997, including membership of General Synod 2005-9. The process and issues arising raise the questions, what might equal marriage be, and can it be an Anglican ideal?
Not long ago I received an email enquiry from a local couple requesting marriage in our church. They wrote, ' We are gay partners. I know the church has very mixed views on this subject. Perhaps if a wedding is not appropriate you could offer some sort of blessing?' The Church of England position is that 'we as a body cannot support the authorization of such rites'. 1 As incumbent of a benefice, I am not permitted to officiate at a same-sex wedding or a service of blessing after civil partnership. The challenge was to find a pastoral response to welcome my two parishioners and keep within the law of the Church of England. My two strands of enquiry were how to provide a liturgy that was affirming and celebratory whilst also legal and how In Stephen Pattison's discussion on practical theology (PT), he advocates 'taking a wide view of the world and engaging with big questions such as...the possibilities of human development'. 4 Pattison asserts that practical theology 'should be at the forefront of new understandings of what it is or might be to be human'. 5 He argues that practical theology as 'a confessional science of the human spirit' has the capacity to change as well as to understand the world and that 'PT should seek to be transformational.' 6 In this paper, I engage as a practical theologian with active questions arising from my professional practice where I encounter the possibility of human transformation through relationships between two people in the light of God's presence.
Since ordination as a priest in 1998, pastoral encounters continue to challenge me to reflect on issues demanding significant changes in the Church of England's normative theology. A subject that 'really matters to people' in public debate is equality, focused in 2012-13 on equal access to civil marriage. Through questioning and a sceptical stance, my intention is to test the robustness of the Church's official response to the government, 7 seeking signposts for the possibility of a new understanding of equal marriage as an Anglican ideal.
The Response from the Church of England to the Government

Consultation on Equal Civil Marriage 2012
From March to June 2012 the UK Government consulted 'on how to provide equal access to civil marriage for same-sex couples' in England and Wales and stated that there would be no legal requirement for religious 4 Stephen Pattison, 'Practical Theology: Art or Science?' The Challenge of Practical Theology: Selected Essays (London: Jessica Kingsley, 2007), pp. 261-289 (277). 5 Pattison, 'Practical Theology', p. 279. 6 Pattison, 'Practical Theology', pp. 283-284. 7 Carolyn Taylor and Stephen Hicks, Achieving your Professional Doctorate: A Handbook (Maidenhead: Open University Press, 2009), p. 54. organizations to offer equal access to marriage, although they could do so. 8 In the government's summary in December specific protection, a 'quadruple lock', was proposed for the Church of England within the UK, to avoid legal action by same-sex couples for discrimination. 9 This is because heterosexual couples have legal rights to marry in certain parish churches in England. 10 The opening sentence of the national Church's response states: 'The Church of England cannot support the proposal to enable "all couples, regardless of their gender, to have a civil marriage ceremony".' 11 Arguing that marriage is the same institution for all, with only the ceremony differing between a secular or religious rite and venue, the response asserts a single understanding of marriage. There is no discussion, for example, of marriage understood as a civil contract or as a Christian sacrament, and no recognition that there are legally-defined differences, considered in a later section of this article. The government's consultation summary acknowledges 'the Canon law understanding of marriage (Canon B30), which we accept will be narrower than that of the civil law'. 12 If the proposed legislation is enacted, there will be two different understandings of marriage: a narrower, traditional, Church of England version in canon law and a broader, secular version in civil law. The Church's response argues that to redefine marriage is beyond the competency of any government, 13 disagreeing with the proposals for three reasons: the intrinsic nature of marriage; the benefits of marriage to society; clarifying the legal requirement of canon law to be consonant with civil law, implies a challenge to the government over who may legislate on the nature of marriage. Measures approved by General Synod must be ratified by Parliament before submission for royal assent. 15 However, there is no requirement for legislation approved by Parliament to be ratified by General Synod. The government's summary picks up these points: 'We do not dispute the Church's authority here; however it is equally true that Parliament is sovereign and can enact to take account of potential conflicts with the Canon law', citing the use of conscience and exemption clauses with regard to the remarriage of divorced people. 16 As the pace of change and the division between legislative bodies widens, is there a risk that the Established Church is marginalizing itself and its voice, moving slowly towards disestablishment?
By rooting the Church's response in an assertion of an 'intrinsic nature' of marriage, 17 there is an absence of dialogue with a significant body of research on human being and human relationships generated during the past fifty years. For the national Church to speak with authority, greater engagement is needed with theological issues: of human identity and relationship relating to marriage, and equality of relationship within marriage.
A conversation between the Church's response, literature and practice follows in the next section.
Describing marriage as 'enshrined in human institutions', 18 The theological question arises whether marriage as an institution, human and divinely inspired, has a continuing capacity to adapt. 20 This may be tested through interpretation of the Scriptures and tradition as they resonate with contemporary human experience and academic research. For example, the Church's argument against change ignores the significant proportion of contemporary couples who choose not to marry, yet establish home together often with children. In 2012 there were 5.9 million people (11.7%) cohabiting in the UK, double the 1996 figure (6.5%). 21 Contemporary couples may, therefore, be reforming the meaning of marriage from within their own experience and practice. The Church can choose to engage in public debate to explore this rapid change. The Church's response summary argues that when legislation was debated for civil partnerships, 'we have supported changes… to remove unjustified discrimination and create greater legal rights for same-sex couples'. This implies awareness that there continues to be discrimination and that the Church considers ongoing discrimination to be justified, because of the greater importance of a heterosexual intrinsic nature of marriage. 22 The response welcomes the 'fact that previous legal and material inequities have now been satisfactorily addressed' but ignores the very real inequities remaining, now under public debate. The law at present permits a heterosexual couple to choose a civil or a religious marriage, whilst a homosexual couple can choose neither, but may choose a civil partnership.
The proposed legislation would permit couples regardless of gender to choose a civil marriage and same-sex couples to choose a civil partnership.
The Church's response ignores the significant differences between entering into a civil partnership or civil marriage. The legal contract in a civil partnership is made when both parties sign a paper, after making declarations that they are legally free to do so. There is no requirement for vows or a ceremony, although these options are available from Council Registry Offices and, having no legal significance, may be adapted freely or written afresh. 23 The legal contract in a civil marriage is formed when both make their vows before a registrar and witnesses, in the context of a ceremony. There are legal differences in the content of a civil and a religious ceremony; for example, neither civil marriages nor civil partnerships may include language referring to God, hymns, or religious music. The Church's response ignores the inequity for same-sex couples, their clergy, and communities who are not permitted to celebrate civil partnerships with any Anglican faith context or content. an active listening to God, including through the stories being told by contemporary human beings in relationship.
Constructive narrative theology proposes that humans use storytelling to create our world, and that God reveals the divine through stories. 31 Theological reflection in this tradition is 'the creative interweaving of many strands of human experience and sacred tradition into exciting new configurations'. Stephen Crites describes how stories operate in three 'narrative tracks:' sacred; mundane; and narratives of human experience.
These resonate with one another, revealing meaning and identity. 32 
Issues in the Debate
The Church's response that equal civil marriage 'will affect marriage for all' is based on 'a conviction that the consequences of change will not be beneficial for society as a whole'. 44 The response uses negative language, asserting 'we believe that redefining marriage to include same-sex relationships will entail a dilution in the meaning of marriage' with the clear implication that this is unwelcome. There is no consideration that to 'include same-sex relationships' will end exclusion and discrimination for real people who experience rejection by churches: 'queer Christians have never been, and still are not considered by many others, to be members of the Body of Christ'. 45 'In fundamentalist contexts, principles are more important than people;' 46 and 'most cultural discourse about sexuality is fear-based, but religious discourse is often the most blatantly negative'. 47 The Church's response excludes from marriage people being defined not by their rich humanity but solely by their sexuality. 44 Church of England, 'A Response', para. 8, para. 13. The debate in the USA illuminates some of the legal issues. 48 The US Supreme Court has challenged opponents of gay marriage to prove that legalizing marriage for homosexual couples would damage marriage. Underlying the debate is the question of who chooses to marry. National statistics show that 80% of couples choose to cohabit for several years 51 before they marry 52 and that the fastest growing type of family with children is those who cohabit. 53 However, the evidence is that cohabitation is not a long-term lifestyle choice for the majority and that most parents marry, often after the birth of their first child. 54 Cohabitation may be a 'marriage firewall' in which to try out a relationship, which has had the effect of stabilizing the divorce rates within the first years after marriage. 55 In society, there has been little stigma since the 1970s for those who cohabit 56 and many people believe that cohabitation is a 'common law marriage' even though such a status does not exist in England'. 57 The Church's official teaching on sexual relationships 58 is out of step with the reality of the majority who cohabit, most of whom choose to marry later on. There remains a desire for stability in an ideal of marriage aspired to by couples, supported by 81% of the same-sex couples who replied to the government's consultation who expressed a desire to marry. The same percentage preferred the option of civil marriage to civil partnership and also wished to have an additional ceremony for civil partners who marry subsequently. 59 The Church of England has a significant role in the celebration of over one fifth of marriages and had direct contact with 54,700 couples for preparation in 2010. 60 This opportunity offers couples and parish priests discussion about marriage in a Christian ceremony. As a priest exploring the meaning of marriage through the Common Worship Marriage Service, 61 relationships often embody genuine mutuality and fidelity, two of the virtues which the Book of Common Prayer uses to commend marriage'. 65 Couples, including some who are of the same sex, aspire to the public, lawful union of marriage, to celebrate the mutual relationship of love they have discovered and to commit themselves to an ideal of life-long faithfulness to one another.
Scriptural narratives which give Christian meaning to marriage describe a self-giving divine love, embodied in Jesus and indwelling in Spirit. Narratives of divine faithfulness through Judeo-Christian scriptures and tradition encourage God's people to work through the tensions of relationships, including marriage. For many couples who approach their Anglican parish church for marriage, there is an underlying ideal of marriage: that their love will grow and stand the tests of time; that they will be able to keep their vows; that their public vows recognize and celebrate their new status as a couple in society; that somehow God's blessing will help them along their way; and that there is something sensed as 'sacred' in their experience of loving. These hopes are surfacing for some couples in same-sex relationships whose experience of loving is challenging the Church of England. 66 The third 'benefit' recognized by the Church of England's response is 'biological complementarity with the possibility for many of procreation'. 67 The Church of England's assumption that biological complementarity is a central characteristic of humanity influences the debates on women and homosexual people as ordained priests and bishops and the debate on gender in marriage relationships. 68 The Church's response to the government reflects this assumption and fails to acknowledge that biological complementarity is a theory based on a binary evaluation of sex. 69 The response argues that 'to remove from the definition of marriage this essential complementarity is to lose any social institution in which sexual difference is explicitly acknowledged' 70 but the theory of essential complementarity risks the reduction of human difference to biological function and has been widely critiqued.
Theological debate on gender began in 1960 with early feminist theologian Valerie Saiving, 71 and continued in the 'second wave' of feminism: 'where we once thought of sexuality as a biological given of male and female and gender as the social construction of norms, we now question the prior binary assumption of male or female'. 72 Elizabeth Stuart identifies two sources for the theory of complementarity: an androgynous God, and human gender difference particularly in reproduction, asserting that theology using this theory 'is not found in either the Hebrew Scriptures or the New Testament'. 73 In a discussion of new ideas about sex and gender, Jeanne Hoeft notes that assertion of a 'natural' normative state as either male or female marginalizes and labels as abnormal people who do not fit chromosomal identity categories of XX or XY and the one in a thousand babies born whose anatomy makes classification unclear. She reports that ethicist researchers suggest 'that we should not consider sex or gender deviance as a defect but rather as one more way God creates diversity in human life'. Hoeft summarizes, 'normative references to nature, including the natural as that which God created and ordained, often obscure the social construction of what counts as acceptable or as defect and disease in need of correction and treatment'. 74 Feminist interpretation of the first creation narrative which sought to re-appropriate the equal imaging of God in both male and female, 75 has moved to consider 'the slippery fault line between the rhetoric of creation in God's image and the complicated reality of its embodiment'. 76 Gender essentialists propose that human beings are born either male or female and that their potential biological procreative function fits them from birth for particular roles, defined as complementary. 'Man' was historically understood as one sex with two genders, with the male body as the norm and female as lacking and therefore inferior. 77 The theory sustained unequal marriage: 'By marriage, the husband and wife are one person in law: that is, the very being or legal existence of the woman is suspended during the marriage, or at least is incorporated and consolidated into that of the husband'. 78 The two-sex theory of gender emerged in the Enlightenment period, when 'the differences between male and female bodies were read to reflect fundamental, ontological differences between men and women which took women out of the public sphere'. 79 In the twentieth century, 'it was but a short step to give the two sex doctrine an official title -the doctrine of 'complementarity' of the sexes' with associated assumptions about relationships. 80 Gender constructivists hold that roles are not wholly defined from birth by biological reproductive sexual function, but are also taught and learnt through human society. Judith Butler shows how Simone de Beauvoir's formulation 'one is not born, but rather becomes, a woman' distinguishes sex as the anatomical difference between bodies whilst gender is acquired through cultural meaning and form. 81 Butler argues 'that gender is 'performed', not given'. 82 Christie Neuger recommends addressing the social construction of gender as theoretical support for thinking about women's identity. 83 Eugene Rogers writes, 'Difference cannot be reduced to malefemale complementarity, because that would leave Jesus a deficient human being. Jesus did not need a female other half to be fully human'. 84 paradigm that 'attends to the impact of social forces and proposes changes in social policy as well as in individuals and congregations'. 95 Marcella Althaus-Reid offers 'an "indecent theology" of a "Queer God," who is "a stranger at the gate; a God that has been excluded by sexual and economic normativities"'. 96 Hoeft argues: that practical theologians must engage these queer discussions because they bring a unique perspective. If practical theology hopes to shape the church, we must interrogate how we have used gender as a category and perpetuated a false sex/gender distinction and sexual dualism, now under question.
People with power in any relationship or context are capable of dominating those with less power, for a range of complex reasons, so that inequality in relationships and structures is pervasive. Archie Smith describes the effect:
'the totalizing power of a dominant culture reproduces itself through 'particular power arrangements and relational patterns of discrimination' at the expense of those it constitutes as marginal -psychically as well as materially -as it also privileges others'. 97 Far from being change which is 'deeply unwise', Solnit sees benefits of same-sex marriage to heterosexual couples and wider society, because a marriage between two people of the same gender is inherently egalitarian -one partner may happen to have more power in any number of ways, but for the most part it's a relationship between people who have equal standing and who are free to define their roles themselves… No hierarchical tradition underlies their union. Some people have greeted this with joy. 98 To engage with the current debate on equal marriage requires informed research and listening from the Church of England: to the stories of people within who aspire to Christian equal marriage (heterosexual and homosexual); and to the academy where theologians have been contributing for fifty years. Hoeft lays down a challenge: 'Practical theologians must take up these questions and seek answers that account for the real people who struggle to find an authentic and meaningful life on the boundaries of church and society'. 99 Rogers adds a warning, 'Not to celebrate same-sex weddings may also be morally dangerous'. 100 
Conclusion
The asymmetry of voices in the church privileges the normative theology of the Church of England's tradition over operant 'subaltern' voices arising from insights based in particular human relationships and local parish practice. 101 This article has sought to offer a voice which begins to sing with hope and delight, 102 
